Climate simulations require very complex numerical models. Unfortunately, they 11 typically present biases due to parameterizations, choices of numerical schemes, and the 12 complexity of many physical processes. Beyond improving the models themselves, a way to 13 improve the performance of the modeled climate is to consider multi-model averages. Here, we 14 propose an objective method to select the models that yield an efficient multi-model ensemble 15 average. We used a neural classifier (Self-Organizing Maps), associated with a multi-16 correspondence analysis to identify the models that best represent some target climate property.
neurons (the SOM map). The self-organizing map (SOM-map) is defined as an undirected graph, 147 usually a 2D rectangular grid. This graphical structure is used to define a discrete distance 148 (denoted by ) between the neurons of the map and thereby identify the shortest path between 149 two neurons. Moreover, SOM enables the partition of D in which each cluster is associated with a 150 neuron of the map and is represented by a prototype that is a synthetic multidimensional vector 151 (the referent vector w). Each vector z of D is assigned to the neuron whose referent w is the 152 closest, in the sense of the Euclidean Norm (EN), and is called the projection of the vector z on 153 the map. A fundamental property of a SOM is the topological ordering provided at the end of the 154 clustering phase: two neurons that are close on the map represent data that are close in the data 155 space. In other words, the neurons are gathered in such a way that if two vectors of D are 156 projected on two "relatively" close neurons (with respect to ) on the map, they are similar and 157 share the same properties. The estimation of the referent vectors w of a SOM and the topological 158 order is achieved through a minimization process using a learning data set base, here from the 159 observations. The cost function to be minimized is of the form:
indices the neurons of the SOM map, is the allocation function that assigns 161 each element z i of D to its referent vector !(! ! ) and ( , ! ) is the discrete distance on the 162 SOM-map between a neuron c and the neuron allocated to observation z i . a kernel function 163 parameterized by T (where T stands for "temperature" in the scientific literature dedicated to 164 SOM) that weights the discrete distance on the map and decreases during the minimization 165 process. At the end of the learning process, the classification can be visualized onto the SOM-166 map and interpreted in term of geophysics. In the present problem we chose to classify the annual cycles of the SST seasonal anomalies 169 observed in the Senegalo-Mauritanian upwelling. The study was made over the "extended 170 region" constituted of 25 × 36 = 900 pixels , but this enlarged region covers a part of the African 171 continent and 157 pixels are in fact over land. That means that we have truly 743 ocean pixels to deal 172 with. We consider the time-period of 30 years [1975 to 2005] extracted from the ERSST-V3b 173 database. For a given grid point and a given year and month, the monthly anomaly is the SST of the pixel for which we have subtracted the mean of the considered year. The climatological mean 175 of the anomaly is then computed for each grid point by averaging each climatological month over 176 the 30 years. Thus, the learning data set D is a set of 743 twelve-component vectors z, each 177 component being the mean monthly anomaly computed as above. We denote " SST Seasonal 178 Cycle" the vector z in the following. 179 We used a SOM-map to summarize the different SST seasonal cycles present in the "extended 180 region". We found that 120 prototypes (or neurons) can accurately represent the 743 vectors of D. 181 This reduction (or vector quantization) is made by using a rectangular SOM-map of 30 × 4 182 neurons. 183 We then reduced the number of neurons in order to facilitate their interpretation in terms of 184 geophysical processes. For this, we applied a Hierarchical Ascendant Clustering algorithm 185 (HAC) using the Ward dissimilarity (Jain and Dubes, 1998) . We grouped the 120 neurons into a 186 hierarchy that can contain between 120 and 1 clusters. Then the different classifications proposed 187 by the HAC were applied to the geographical region: each "SST Seasonal Cycle" of each grid 188 point of the region is assigned to a neuron and consequently to a cluster (assignment process), 189 thereby defining the so-called region-clusters. The problem is then to choose a number of clusters 190 that adequately synthesizes the geophysical phenomena over the region. This was done by 191 looking at the different possible classifications and choosing one representing the major 192 characteristics of the upwelling region. In Fig. 2a , we observe that when we partition the SOM in 193 7 clusters, the associated 7 region-clusters are constituted of contiguous pixels in the geographic 194 map, and that two clusters (6, 7) are within the upwelling region and present a well-marked 195 seasonal cycle. For each region-cluster, we can estimate the associated standard deviations (STD 196 hereinafter) by processing all the data assigned to its associated neurons with a standard statistic 197 algorithm. The typical SST climatological cycles for each region-cluster are presented in Fig. 2b 198 together with their related error bars. We note that the region-clusters are well identified, their 199 typical climatological annual cycles of SST anomalies being well separated. Furthermore, the 7 200 region-clusters are spatially coherent and have a definite geophysical significance.
201
For the extended region under study, 7 therefore appears to be an adequate cluster number, since 202 this number allows a clear partition of the clusters on the HAC decision tree on the one hand, and 203 permits to assign a clear physical significance to each region-cluster on the other hand. Let us now describe these clusters according to their physical significance with respect to the 205 geographical region: the Senegalo-Mauritanian coastal upwelling is associated with clusters 7 and 206 6. Cluster 2 corresponds to deep tropical waters associated with the equatorial Countercurrent.
207
Cluster 1 corresponds to surface waters of the Gulf of Guinea. Cluster 3 corresponds to the 208 offshore tropical Atlantic, and cluster 5 has extratropical characteristics. Cluster 4 is transition 209 between 3 and 5. As expected, the equatorial regions (clusters 1 and 2) have a very weak seasonal 210 cycle, which increases towards the extratropics (clusters 3 to 5). The upwelling regions (clusters 211 6 and 7) are characterized by an exceptionally strong seasonal variability. 
-Analysis of the different climate models 213
The aim is now to find the model(s) that best fit the "Observation field". A heuristic 214 manner is to compare the pattern of the different region-clusters of the CMIP5 models with 215 respect to those of the "Observation field" through a sight evaluating process. This kind of 216 approach has been proposed in (Sylla et al., 2019) , and one indeed immediately sees that some 217 models better fit the "Observation field" than others. But this method remains very subjective.
218
In the following, we present a more objective approach. We use the previous 219 classification to objectively estimate how each CMIP5 model represents the "Observation field" 220 and its seven region-clusters. For this, we projected the SST annual cycle of each CMIP5 model For a more quantitative assessment, we counted the number of grid points of a region-232 cluster for a given CMIP5 model matching the same region-cluster of the "Observation field". region-cluster of the considered model. That number is noted in the color-bar for each region-235 cluster in Fig. 3 . We denote Rmi the ratio for the region-cluster i and the model m, where 236 i = 1, …, 7 is the number of the region-cluster and m = 1, …, 47 is the number of the model (see 237 table 1). We note that Rmi ≤ 1. Doing so, each model m is represented by a 7-dimensional vector 238 Rm, each component being the ratio of a region-cluster. We estimated the total skill of a model 239 by averaging the 7 ratios. Note that this procedure gives the same weight to each region-cluster 240 whatever its number of grid point and its proximity with the upwelling region. In the following 241 the skill is presented as a percentage, the higher the skill, the better the fit. In Fig. 3 , the 47 242 CMIP5 models are ranked by their total skill, which is indicated above each panel beside the 243 model name. The model skills are very diverse, ranging from 79% to 28%. This Fig. also shows 244 that the models presenting the best total skill are also those representing thoroughly the upwelling 245 region. Some models represent the large-scale structure in the eastern tropical Atlantic (region-246 clusters 3, 4, 5) very well but not the upwelling (33-GISS-E2-R and 34-GISS-E2-R-CC for 247 example). Others represent pretty well the upwelling region-clusters (region-clusters 6 and 7), but 248 not the large-scale structures of the SST seasonality (13-CSIRO-Mk-3-6-0, 6-CMCC-CESM for 249 example). None of this type of models is ranked among the best models, let us say with a score of 250 more than 60%. As indicated above, this representation gives a very synthetic view of the 251 structure of the seasonality of the SST in each of the models, potentially a very useful guide for 252 climate modelers to identify rapidly major biases. In order to further progress in the selection of the models, the 47 climate models and the 256 Observation field were then analyzed by using a Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA in the 257 following). MCA is a multivariate statistical technique that is conceptually similar to principal 258 component analysis (PCA in the following), but applies to categorical rather than continuous 259 data. Similarly as PCA, it provides a way of displaying a set of data in a two-dimensional 260 graphical form. In the following, we applied a MCA analysis to the (47 × 7) matrix R = [Rmi] 261 whose elements represent the skills of the clusters of the models shown in front of the color bars 262 in Fig. 3 : the rows represent the different models, the columns the seven region-clusters. We 263 found that the first two principal axes of the MCA provide 71% of inertia. In Fig. 4 , we show a projection of the models on the plane defined by the first two principal axes (each model being 265 represented by a small circle). Moreover, we projected the observation field (green diamond) on 266 that plane as a supplementary individual. The shorter the distance between two models, the more 267 similar the distribution of their region-cluster skills. On that plan, the seven clusters of the 
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As indicated in the introduction, the main objective of the methodology is to select an 285 ensemble of models that represents at best the upwelling behavior with respect to the 286 observations and to use this ensemble to predict the impact of climate change in the Senegalo-
287
Mauritanian upwelling with some confidence. The problem is now to determine a subset of 288 models that can adequately represent the observations, as the number of models is small enough 289 we choose to cluster them by HAC according to their projections onto the seven axes provided by 290 the MCA, and select the optimal jump in the hierarchical tree (Jain and Dubes, 1998).
291
Doing so, we obtain four homogeneous groups which are well separated (group 1, 2, 3, 4).
292
They are plotted with different colors in Fig. 4 . Clearly, the models are clustered with respect to 293 the region-clusters they best represent. We denote Model-group 1, Model-group 2, Model-group 3, Model-group 4 these multi-model ensembles hereinafter. Model-group 4 represents the 295 observations and the upwelling region-clusters at best.
296
For each group, we computed a multi-model average whose outputs are the mean of the 297 outputs of its different members and we analyzed it according to the same procedure (projection 298 of the SST-seasonal Cycle and assignment to a region-cluster) used for each individual model.
299
Besides we introduced the full multi-model average (Model-All in the following), which is the Model-groups is nevertheless beyond the scope of this paper. Clearly Model-All represents the 314 SST seasonal cycle of the off-shore ocean, but it proposes a very poor representation of the 315 upwelling region. 316 Two models (models 7 and 25) have a better skill than Model-group 4 and Model-All.
317
These two models are very close to the observations on the first two axes of the MCA (Fig 4) . It 318 is easily seen that Model-group 4 and the projection of Model-All on this plane is farther than 319 that of model 7 and model 25 from the observation projection. This explains the lower 320 performance of these two multi-models as compared to models 7 and 25. In the present case, the 321 method permits to determine the best models (model 7 and model 25) and to outline the best 322 multi-model (Model-group 4) whose skill is better than any model with a probability of 95% 323 (number of models whose skill is smaller than the skill of Model-group 4 with respect to the total number of models). Projection of the models on the other planes of the MCA analysis should 325 confirm this interpretation. One could then question the use of Model-group 4 rather than model 326 7 or model 25 individually. Furthermore, we argue that multi-model averages are in general more 327 robust for all sorts of climate studies than the use of a single model that can have good 328 performance for a very specific set of constraints but not for neighboring ones. The following 329 section will partly justify this point. The classification presented above relies largely on the ability of the models to represent 332 the off-shore seasonal cycle of the SST. In the following, we propose to test the classification 333 over a much more reduced area in order to focus the analysis on the upwelling area. This 334 "zoomed upwelling region" is shown in Fig. 1 . As for the extended region, we partitioned the 335 observations of the zoomed upwelling region with a SOM (ZSOM in the following) followed by 336 a HAC. We obtained new region-clusters denoted ZRegion-clusters. Fig. 6 shows the four to Region-cluster 4 in the classification performed over the extended region (Fig. 2) . ZRegion-343 cluster-4 nicely identifies the core of the Senegalo-Mauritanian region, with grid points 344 characterized by the greatest amplitude of the SST seasonal cycle of the domain: typically 6.5°C.
345
It is interesting to note that an additional upwelling ZRegion-cluster (ZRegion-cluster 3) appears 346 south of ZRegion-cluster 4. Indeed, several studies have shown that the Cape Verde peninsula, indeed represents a four-class picture fairly consistent with the observed structure ( Fig. 6 ).
369
Important biases yet remain. In particular, the ZRegion-clusters 2 and 4 characterizing the 
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We remark that all the models forming ZModel-group 2 are included in Model-group 4.
378
For a more precise assessment, we can also project the entire Model-group 4, identified as the 379 best multi-model ensemble over the extended region, on the ZSOM (Fig. 8, right) . We notice that 380 the performance of Model-group 4 remains very high on this projection, indicating some 381 robustness of this multi-model ensemble. Moreover, this ensemble now outperforms the single 382 best model identified over the extended region (Fig. 8, right) . This result gives further confidence 383 in the use of multi-model averages, illustrating that one single model can be very skillful over a specific region, or for a specific analysis, but multi-model averages are more robust across 385 various analysis and/or regions. evaluation is performed on the period . This period slightly differs from the 398 classification period but the SST seasonal cycle is not significantly different (not shown). The tropical area, characterized by limited amplitude of the seasonal (deep blue in Fig. 9 ), is 409 shifted to the south as compared to the observations. In other words, the large scale thermal, and 410 thus probably dynamical structure of the region is poorly represented in ZModel-group 2. Finally, is slightly more confined to the southern region in ZModel-group 2, especially at the end of the map and consequently to a Region-cluster on the geographical map. We built an objective 491 similarity criterion by counting the number of grid points in a Region-cluster of a given 492 model matching the same Region cluster defined by processing the "Observation field". We 493 then computed the ratio between that matching number and the number of pixels of the Region-494 cluster of the model under study. We estimated the total skill of a model by averaging the 7 495 ratios associated with the 7 Region clusters. Note that this procedure presents the advantage to 496 give the same weight to each region-cluster whatever its number of grid point and its proximity 497 with the upwelling region. This procedure respects the clustering done by the SOM since the 498 different clusters have an equal weight in the skill computation. In its present definition, the total 499 skill is a number between 0 and 1, the higher the skill, the better the fit. Other measures of the 500 total skill of a Model-group could nevertheless be defined depending on the objective of the 501 study.
Such a multi-model ensemble selection indeed allows subsampling a set of models in order to 503 obtain a more realistic climatology over the region of interest. The response of the upwelling to 504 climate change given by the different multi-model ensembles is quite robust in the sense that they 505 give similar qualitative answers. However, a too selective ensemble of models may lead to noisy 506 patterns. A compromise thus has to be found between the advantage of using a large number of 507 models, in order to smooth biases and unrealistic patterns, or selecting the most realistic models, 508 with the advantage of using a small number of models in the averaging procedure, but with the 509 possible inconvenience of getting spurious biases. provide a more precise description of the future behavior of the SMUS. It may nevertheless be 545 important to note that these conclusions are based on the assumption that the CMIP5 models 546 which have been selected according to their present-day characteristics, are the most reliable in 547 terms of future projections, which can be questioned and refined (Lutz et al., 2016; Reifen and 548 Toumi, 2009).
549
As discussed in the introduction, "model democracy", suggesting that all models should be 550 equally considered in multi-model ensemble is now strongly questioned (Knutti et al., 2017) . The 
ZModel-group 1 ZModel-group 2 ZModel-group 3 ZModel-group 4 ERSSTv3b climatology in the extended zone (see Fig. 1 ). On top of each panel, we figure: the 769 number referencing the model, its name (Table 1) , and its skill given as a mean percentage (see 
